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Abstract — The article studies on the design of cost control system of engineering project based on BP neural network. This paper 
identifies the black box of cost control with double and dynamic standards using BP neural network, analyzes the information 
sources, explains the influence of information sources to employee’s cost control psychology and behavior, and determines specific 
inputs and outputs of cost control system with double and dynamic standards in manufacturing enterprise. This paper researches 
to evaluate the performance of cost control with double and dynamic standards and feedbacks the variances. Firstly, through 
analyzing the existing methods about performance evaluation of cost control, this paper chooses BP method as the basic 
performance evaluation methods of cost control with double and dynamic standards, and introduces the principles and typical 
models of BP method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the greatest manufacturing country in the world, the 
manufacturing plays an important role in the development of 
China’s economy. However, with the influence of the 
financial crisis and the pressure of international competition 
increasing, the inflation the accelerating, and the raw 
materials and labor costs rising, the spaces of reducing cost 
for manufacturing enterprises have been very small. Under 
this circumstance, more and more Chinese manufacturing 
enterprises have aware of that saving the resources and 
controlling the costs are very important, so the cost 
management strategy also has changed from only saving cost 
to control cost scientifically. Manufacturing enterprise was 
the original place of classical cost control theories, present 
cost control theories all develop under the condition of 
manufacturing enterprise. So researching the issues of cost 
control in manufacturing enterprise not only provides 
suggestions for producing and development of 
manufacturing enterprise, and improving the enterprise’s 
abilities and efficiency to control cost, but also relies on the 
typical manufacturing environment to optimize and innovate 
the classic cost control theories. 

Chen’s [1] article builds the theory framework of cost 
control with double and dynamic standards in manufacturing 
enterprise. Through analyzing the application status of the 
traditional cost control theories in manufacturing enterprise, 
discoveries and elaborates the practical problems and defects 
of these theories, and finds the development trend of these 
theories. On this basis, Guo’s [2] paper proposes the relevant 
concepts of cost control with double and dynamic standards, 
defines the double and dynamic cost control standards and 
the cost control system with double and dynamic standards, 
and analyses the meaning and characters of cost control 
system with double and dynamic standards. Chen’s [3] paper 
identifies the elements of the cost control system with double 

and dynamic standards, and analyzes the functions of these 
elements. At last, this paper elaborates and analyzes the 
relationship between these elements, and builds the coupling 
operation model on the coupling operation of these elements. 
According to the analysis about the cost control system with 
double and dynamic standards, this paper researches to 
setting the double and dynamic cost control standards. 

Under the new economic conditions, corporates are faced 
with severe competitive pressure. Corporate logistics cost 
control is one of the key steps for corporates in acquiring 
competitive advantage and accomplishing their competitive 
strategy. It becomes an important task in logistics 
management to implement logistics cost control based on 
corporate competitive strategy, and combine corporate 
logistics cost control with corporate competitive strategy. 
Corporate logistics cost control has been researched upon 
from the corporate competitive strategy point of view, using 
competitive strategy theory and strategic cost management 
theory etc. The definition, component and category of 
corporate logistics cost is explored in Luo’s [4] paper. Then 
on top of that, some key steps in corporate logistics cost 
control have been researched upon, such as corporate 
logistics cost calculation and evaluation: the corporate 
logistics cost calculation-evaluation model has been 
constructed based on TDABC and DEA-BCC; the strategic 
cost drivers of corporate logistics cost, and the corporate 
logistics cost analysis and decision-making framework based 
on strategic cost driver have been put forward; the corporate 
logistics service and target logistics cost decisions have been 
made based on competitive strategy. 

II. THE FRAMEWORK OF COST CONTROL SYSTEM 

In Hoover’s Vision, Gary Hoover incisively points out 
that enterprise competition constitutionally is customer’s 
competition. Thus we must set out from customers or their 
recognition for enterprises—they accept products or services 
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supplied by enterprises. This requires that if enterprises are 
just going to be accepted by their customers, they must 
create and supply the value satisfied by their customers. As a 
result, the cost--expenses paid out by them for this--cannot 
also leave from value chain--a succession of the required 
activities for creating and supplying customer value. Cost 
control based on the theory of modern value chain (abr. as 
following, cost control based on value chain) is the best 
embodiment just about this idea. Cost control based on value 
chain starts from creating value and ends in the maximum of 
customer value--spending cost for creating value and again 
cost must be pended for creating value. The change makes 
enterprises cost control should chiefly confirm their cost 
position from the analysis of value chain. And then cost 
control is carried through from angle of view of creating and 
supplying customer value. Consequently, its fine circulation 
can be achieved, that is to say, the creation of value--
spending cost--creating value.  

By analyzing the theory of modern value chain and cost 
control, the Cornel’s [5] paper discussed and brought 
forward the cost and its control idea based on value chain, 
and accordingly established the theoretical base for cost 
control based on value chain. On the base of this, its 
fundamental principle and method was systematically 
analyzed. At the same time, the research on the concept of 
value chain cost established the theoretical base for 
constructing the fundamental frame of cost accounting based 
value chain 

It was compared with traditional cost control and other 
typical methods of modern cost control, and sequentially its 
fundamental characteristics was discussed, and then it is 
made to be better used as possible. Combining the enterprise 
practice of cost control, the paper still carried through 
necessary and adequate study for validating the correctness 
and efficiency of its fundamental principle and control 
method. At the same time, as an attempt, it also primarily 
discussed the fundamental thought and method of cost 
control based on value chain. For realizing above objective, 
the paper primarily adapted normative and positive study 
method, and agilely used other methods by the need of 
research on its parts. Firstly, from lengthways point of view, 
using develop mental method it analyzed the development of 
cost control and the theory of value chain. 

From transverse point of view, using synthesized method 
it perspective their study actuality. And then, on the base of 
exploring their development law, the theoretical basis of cost 
control based on value chain is discussed so that it is to 
attempt to establish their more integrated theoretical system 
and the basic applied thought with research on the historical 
evolvement of cost control. Its law was systematically 
analyzed, for example, the traditional cost control of using 
"product" as its center, the modern cost control of using 
"management"’ as its center, the activity cost control of 
using "activity" as its center and the value chain analysis & 
cost control of using "value" as its center. This process 
reflected the evolvement law of cost control method, that is 
to say, the change from the cost control of discussing cost 
with cost to cost control of using "achieving advantage" as 
its objective. 

On the base of analyzing the theory of modern value 
chain, Liu’s [6] paper primarily discussed and put forward 
the idea of three dimension cost based on value chain. It 
involves three meanings: first, resources invested for creating 
customer value; second, resources expended for providing 
customer value; third, time resources invested for 
maximizing customer value and time resources saved for 
making the time of creating it least. And then it still 
discussed and brought forward the idea of double three-
dimension cost control based on value chain. It involves two 
meanings: firstly, controlling the necessary and enough 
investment of resources so as to create customer value 
(behaving as larger price and high quality product); secondly, 
controlling the consumption of resources so as to supply as 
much customer value as possible (behaving as more profit 
and less cost). 

Wu’s [7] research on the fundamental principle of cost 
control is based on value chain and its method. Its fundament 
al procedure chiefly includes five procedures: firstly, 
determining the value chain and its cost position of 
enterprises; secondly, from the cost behavior of value chain, 
thoroughly analyzing the cost drivers of value claiming order 
to efficiently control the cost behavior of value chain; thirdly, 
it is necessary to prepare the standard of cost control based 
on value chain for easy to efficiently control of value chain 
cost. In according to the standard, carrying out the control of 
the process of the formation of value chain cost by 
controlling the cost drivers of value chain; starting from cost 
control, reconstructing value chain so as to the effect of cost 
control based on value chain. Its fundamental methods 
primarily include four aspects: cost control based on the 
point of view of the cost of resource investment and its 
consumption, cost control based on the point of view of the 
cost of exterior and inner value chain, cost control based on 
the point of view of the cost of physical and virtual value 
chain and optimizing value chain based on cost control and 
so on. In according to the cost control idea based on value 
chain, its final objective is not to control whether cost does 
or not happen and its quantity. But on the base of this, the 
unique value chain is going to be constructed and then 
necessary to optimize (or reconstruct) value chain.  

The comparison is researched on cost control based on 
value chain. In order to make it has better feasibility, from 
the point of view of comparison and the five aspects of cost 
control, it was systematically compared with other cost 
control methods, and then its emphasis and key are explored. 
These aspects are cost idea, cost control idea, the procedure 
of cost control and its method. And other cost control 
methods primarily are traditional cost control, activity cost 
control, cost design and strategic cost control. 

In according to the fundament principle of cost control 
based on value chain and its method, and the analysis of the 
characteristics of agricultural cost control and its value chain, 
the paper primarily discussed and put forward the thought of 
the cost control based on value chain. They primarily involve 
expanding the agricultural industry chain based on creating 
value, to aggregate the agricultural industry chain based on 
supplying value and to select the agricultural development 
model based on the reconstruction of value chain. In a word, 
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starting from creating, the objective of cost control based on 
the modern theory of value chain is to establish and cultivate 
the competitive advantage of enterprises by using the 
modern theory of value chain. It always determines the cost 
position of enterprises from the point of view of wholly 
optimizing value chain, and then implements cost control 
based on creating and supplying value. In according to the 
cost control idea based on value chain, it selects the methods 
of cost control from different range, arrangement levels and 
point of view so that it is possible to achieve the fine 
circulation of the creation of value--spending cost--creating 
value". In some way, as an attempt its fundamental thought 
and method is a breakthrough and innovation of the method 
of modern cost control. And it also is a new thought of the 
modern cost control of industries involved and so on. The 
three tiers model for cost control management is shown in 
the figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. The three tiers model for cost control management 

 
This methodology can be applied to virtually every 

aspect of your organization, including your business 
configuration, processes, organizational models, approach to 
governance and tax structure. Beyond that, we can help you 
streamline your technology, human resources and sourcing 
processes to free up resources you can re-apply to strategic 
priorities. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of cost management. 

 

 
Figure 2. The flow chart of cost management 

 

III. THE COST CONTROL BASED ON BP ALGORITHM 

The goal of strategic cost management is to build a 
structured approach to sustaining value over time. This 
means creating a cost model that clearly identifies your 
critical cost drivers. Deloitte’ s highly experienced cost 
management professionals have refined this process, as well 
as developed a suite of methodologies, tools and resources, 
that have been used on numerous global projects across all 
industries. For example, we can help you understand how to 
build a strategic business case by conducting a short pilot 
project focused on a specific cost challenge. With our 
approach to strategic cost management, you can build your 
cost model into your organizational structure, informing 
strategic decisions at every level and in every department 
and function. The cost control manage map is shown in 
figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. The cost control manage map 

 
The basic equation is shown in figure 1: 
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From the point of ecological system: 
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If the resistance subsystem is very large, then the external 
force will become weaker. We assume that the external force 
f(t) changes with time constant attenuation: 
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Of which, a is a constant;  is damping coefficient. Then 
the solution of the equation is: 
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So the Equation 1 changed to:  
2 4TU KTR f                       (5) 
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The corresponding mean square value of cost is as 
following: 

2 2 2/ 4 /T TI U R KT f R             (6) 

So the paralleling cost value is as shown in equation 7: 

14T eU KTR f                      (7) 

OAC can be obtained by the following equation 8: 
OAC=U2/U1                                   (8) 

Most of the other Project management tools think about 
“cost management” as something relegated to complex 
projects with thousands of subtasks, resources and bucks; for 
this reason approach is often cumbersome and requires 
trained people. Another possible approach, chosen by most 
of the light on-line tools, is to ignore completely the matter. 

IV. THE COMPLEMENT OF COST CONTROL MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM 

Cost control based on the theory of modern value chain 
(abr. as following, cost control based on value chain) is the 
best embodiment just about this idea. Cost control based on 
value chain starts from creating value and ends in the 
maximum of customer value--spending cost for creating 
value and again cost must be pended for creating value. The 
change makes enterprises cost control should chiefly confirm 
their cost position from the analysis of value chain. And then 
cost control is carried through from angle of view of creating 
and supplying customer value. 

An interesting consideration is well shown by what is 
known as “project triangle” : it shows how the same 
project can be managed differently according to the aspects 
you are focusing on. Everyone would stay exactly in the 
middle. Figure 4 shows the implement of real cost 
management control system. 

 
Figure 4. The implement of real cost management control system 

 
A perfect estimate need a complete analysis of the 

problem that may take the same time of making it, so we 
have to stop somewhere and try to guess. There is much 
different kind of approaches, but generally we suggest 
starting decomposing the project in subtasks that should be 
easier to estimate. Teamwork lets you decompose project in 
many level of subtasks, so you can decide the granularity of 
your analysis. When I should stop? There is no a magic spell, 
but a 20 days subtask should be a good compromise. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the author studies on the design of cost 
control system of engineering project based on BP neural 
network. In according to the standard, carrying out the 
control of the process of the formation of value chain cost by 
controlling the cost drivers of value chain; starting from cost 
control, reconstructing value chain so as to the effect of cost 
control based on value chain. Its fundamental methods 
primarily include four aspects: cost control based on the 
point of view of the cost of resource investment and its 
consumption, cost control based on the point of view of the 
cost of exterior and inner value chain, cost control based on 
the point of view of the cost of physical and virtual value 
chain and optimizing value chain based on cost control and 
so on. This paper identifies the black box of cost control with 
double and dynamic standards using BP neural network, 
analyzes the information sources, explains the influence of 
information sources to employee’s cost control psychology 
and behavior, and determines specific inputs and outputs of 
cost control system with double and dynamic standards in 
manufacturing enterprise. 
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